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                Delivery within 2 weeks
            

        

        
            
                Spot skylights made 
in the Czech Republic 
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                                    Outstanding thermal insulation
                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    Insulating upstand with 20-60 mm thick polyurethane foam
                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    Hardened PVC opening frame
                                

                            

                        

                    

                


                
                    
                        SKYLIGHTS
                    

                    
                        Skylights ensure constant illumination and ventilation
                        in both homes and industrial buildings
                    

                    
                        They are suitable for newbuilds and renovations, for office and industrial settings, warehouses,
                        shopping centers, apartment blocks, houses, garages and annexes.
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                        SKYLIGHT DOMES
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                                                Acrylic dome
                                            

                                            
                                                High light transmittance, clear or opal options available
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                                                Polycarbonate dome
                                            

                                            
                                                Mechanically resistant to hail and breakage
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                                                Solar control dome
                                            

                                            
                                                Mechanically resistant and reflects solar radiation
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                                                Chambered polycarbonate domes
                                            

                                            
                                                Outstanding thermal insulation properties
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                                                Laminated hatches
                                            

                                            
                                                Highly thermally insulating opaque hatches
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                        SKYLIGHT UPSTANDS
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                                                Inclined upstand 15
                                            

                                            
                                                inclined, laminated, 15 cm tall
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                                                Inclined upstand 30
                                            

                                            
                                                inclined, laminated, 30 cm tall
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                                                Inclined upstand 50
                                            

                                            
                                                inclined, laminated, 50 cm tall
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                                                Upright upstand 15
                                            

                                            
                                                upright, laminated, 15 cm tall
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                                                Upright upstand 30
                                            

                                            
                                                upright, laminated, 30 cm tall
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                                                Upright upstand 50
                                            

                                            
                                                upright, laminated, 50 cm tall
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                                                Trapezoidal profile upstands
                                            

                                            
                                                Upstand with profile for trapezoidal panels
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                                                Upstands with profile for sheet roofs
                                            

                                            
                                                No need to install waterproofing
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                                                Steel upstands
                                            

                                            
                                                galvanized steel sheet 1.5 - 2 mm thick, color RAL 9010
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                                                Custom upstands - no price list, prices on request
                                            

                                            
                                                Upstands designed for non-standard measurements and profiles
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                        SKYLIGHT ACCESSORIES
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                                                Roof exits
                                            

                                            
                                                Manually opening skylights with chains or struts
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                                                Electric ventilation
                                            

                                            
                                                Electric actuator for comfortable daily ventilation
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                                                Manual ventilation
                                            

                                            
                                                screw mechanism, operated with a handle 1.5 – 3.5 m long.
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                                                Insect net
                                            

                                            
                                                Prevents insects entering through the skylight, easy to install
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                                                Ultraflex CRM control panel (wind/rain)
                                            

                                            
                                                Protects against inclement weather
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                                                Remote control
                                            

                                            
                                                roll-up set with key fob
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                                                Safety grille
                                            

                                            
                                                prevents burglaries and break-ins
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                                                Temperature sensor
                                            

                                            
                                                enables quick and accurate fire detection
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                                                Anti-drip net
                                            

                                            
                                                Fire safety protection, prevents melted polycarbonate from dripping
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                        PLASTIC PANELS
                    


                    
                        We offer formatted plastic panels of any size:
                    


                    
                        Acrylic (PMMA) - polymethyl methacrylate, often known as plexiglass,
                        is especially sought after
                        for its optical properties. It is highly transparent, even in thick sheets. Cast acrylic sheets
                        are uniform in tension from their surface to their center, so they are recommended for complex
                        mechanical or heat processing. They are available in a wide variety of colors. Extruded acrylic,
                        on the other hand, is lower priced and has better thickness tolerance.
                    


                    
                        Solid polycarbonate - a highly transparent material, which is
                        printable, useable in a wide range of temperatures, and has outstanding properties for
                        thermoforming.
                    


                    
                        Chambered polycarbonate - a lightweight structure enabling easy transportation and lifting.
                        Excellent light transmittance and heat and sound insulation. The chambers can be arranged
                        parallel to each other, or in a strengthened version with the chambers arranged in an X shape.
                    


                    Make an inquiry here
                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                    OUR REFERENCES

                    
                        Puloplastics s.r.o. has a proven record of fulfilling orders for skylights and related products.  Here are some of our references:
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                            Rekonstrukce světlíků
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                            Contacts

                            Puloplastics s.r.o.

                            
                                Company ID no.: 629 67 801 
Tax registration no.: CZ 62 967 801
                            


                            
                                Slavošov 77, 285 22 Zruč nad Sázavou

                                Česká republika (map)
                            


                            
                                +420 327 532 172
                            


                            
                                info@puloplastics.cz
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            Váš prohlížeč (Internet Explorer) je zastaralý.
        

        
            Již nevydává pro systém Windows žádné aktualizace. Stáhněte si jeden z těchto aktuálních, svobodných a vynikajících prohlížečů:
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